Sponsoring Team Member

SPAQP, a 501(c) 3 non-profit corporation, was founded in 1995 as a partnership of citizens, businesses and government to promote better air quality. Its purpose is to:

- Increase public (including businesses) understanding of air pollution impacts.
- Provide alerts on high pollution days.
- Inform the public of health impacts of high ozone and fine particulate pollution.
- Provide guidelines for individual actions that can help reduce exposure.
- Encourage voluntary reductions of air pollution emissions, particularly on Action Days.

We cannot complete our work without the financial, volunteer and actionable support of interested persons and organizations. If you would support the work of the SPAQP, please provide the following information:

I will:
- Receive the daily forecast (sign up at www.enviroflash.info)
- Distribute or promote receiving the forecast within my office or business
- Receive SPAQP newsletters and information
- Support the goals and purpose of the SPAQP
- Become part of Coach AQ's team at the following level
  - $100 SPAQP Team Member
  - $250 SPAQP Team Player
  - $500 SPAQP Team Leader
  - $1000 SPAQP Team Captain
  - $5000 SPAQP Most Valuable Player

* Name ____________________________
* Business or Organization ________________
* Email ________________________________
Address _________________________________
Phone _________________________________

O Please list me on your website as an SPAQP Sponsor
O Please include my logo on your website as an SPAQP Sponsor
O I would like to get involved further with the Partnership

* Required

Complete the form and return with check payable to:

SPAQP
P.O. Box 100195
Pittsburgh PA 15233

For more information, contact
Jayme Graham, ACHD
SPAQP membership committee
412-578-8129